Qvest case

Discover what matters

Join forces

Qvest helped public sector organization increase
trust between management and employees

User statement

“There are two interesting aspects about
Qvest. One is that you get insight into what’s
going on in your organization.

The other, is that through the mapping of
who talks to who, you get to know
something about the organization that you
would not otherwise know.”

Participants

Industry

110
All managers and employees
Groups

6

Public sector organization with many
employees who work in shifts and various
locations in the city.
Topic
Workplace culture in [company name]

Management
Staff functions

Purpose

Control center
Operation A
Operation B
Operation C

Map workplace culture to help the
organization move forward after changing
the organizational and leadership structure.

Workload
Qvest admin:

Preparation: 2 days
Support: ½ day
Explore data: 1 day
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Qvest participants:

Question/answer exchange: average 10 min
Explore output: average 10 min
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Output
Qualitative data

Activity rate

316

59%

Questions and answers

of the participants exchanged questions and answers

Questions examples

Answer example

“Do you think the new structure will change our
everyday work?”

“Many old prejudices, stories and negative "ghosts"

“Do you miss having contact with the operational
staff?”
“Would you participate if [company name] held ONE
joint Christmas party for all employees?”

hang around in the organization. As an organization,
we have a memory like an elephant.
And new employees are taught by colleagues in these
"ghosts", without first having the opportunity to form
their own impressions.”

“How do you create an organization based on trust
Data
examples
instead
of mistrust?”
“Why do you think management and employees
cannot cooperate?”
2 key stakeholders received
significantly more questions than a
typical stakeholder in this Qvest

Knowledge

Trust

Careers and
Competencies

37%

Impact

Of all questions

Structure
Working
environment

Outcome: Increased trust between management and employees
Thanks to Qvest, it became obvious to everybody that, even though they talked a lot about moving on, both
managers and employees felt they were stuck in a situation that made it impossible for them to look ahead. By
mapping the informal relations and key concerns in the organization, Qvest enabled managers and employees to
talk about the elephant in the room and move forward together. Starting with a workshop where people ”looked
each other in the eye and made some agreements on how to be respectful and appreciative of one another”.
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